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ADHD in women: Is this the cause of low self-esteem?
Your desk is a mess, you missed your sons soccer match, you have forgotten everything on your to-do
list or you do not have one. Being forgetful, distracted and feeling like you cannot manage life and its
many responsibilities can knock your self-esteem, but have you ever considered that it might be
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)?... Read more

Brave to be free
Gauteng Women in Insurance (GWII) invited members to an event themed "Brave to Be Free" at
Hollard Villa Arcadia were guest speaker Lisa Linfield inspired members... Read more

Health screening tests for women: what & when
Taking preventive health measures is relevant in every decade, but the risks increase with age. From
our twenties into our sixties, here is a list of recommended health screenings for women...Read more

A nutritional guide, your 20s to your 50s and beyond
From your carefree twenties through to the busiest decades of your life, here is a nutritional guide for
a healthy body and mind at any age... Read more

Procrastination derailing you from saving?
People who have a healthy relationship with money understand that saving has very little to do with the
size of your bank account, it all depends on your relationship with money... Read more

Be financially free
To be financially free is to be able to choose where you live, if you work or if you do not, when you
work and where you play. For some, financial freedom comes when they retire, and for the lucky few
it comes earlier. But given that only 6% of people are able to live at the same standard as they did
when they were employed, most people are never truly financially free... Read more

Legal Talk: Victims of sexual harassment should be careful of what they sign
When an employer and employee wish to resolve disputes between themselves a settlement agreement
can be concluded where the parties agree to end their relationship...Read more

